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ABSTRACT 

In this paper we present a general framework for simulat-
ing and optimizing the operational decisions in a supply 
chain network. We developed a supply chain network li-
brary for the simulation software AnyLogic (© XJ Tech-
nologies) and a linearized version as an optimization 
model implemented using XpressMP (© Dash Optimiza-
tion). Aggregated results for the simulation experiments 
are fed into the optimization model. The solution of  the 
optimization model is used to improve operational deci-
sion in the supply chain. In order to gain good results this 
process is repeated until a stable solution is reached. This 
approach enriches the simulation framework by a power-
ful tool to improve the supply chain by simultaneously 
optimizing a large number of possible decisions.  

1 INTRODUCTION

Discrete-event simulation and (mixed-integer) linear pro-
gramming are widely accepted methods for analyzing and 
improving supply chain networks. But both approaches 
have crucial drawbacks: Simulation models are often to 
complex to apply an effective optimization technique. Op-
timization models are mostly too abstract, such that the 
relation to real-world scenarios is questionable.  

We present a newly developed toolbox for simulating 
operational decisions such as production, stocking, trans-
portation, and distribution within a large supply chain net-
work assuming that a central planning is applicable. In 
addition, we developed a general optimization model rep-
resenting a simplified version of the simulation model. 
This linearization is used to gain improved decisions 
which allow to operate the supply chain at low cost within 
a stochastic environment (cf. Preusser et al. 2005a and 
2005b). 

Most of today’s simulators include possibilities to do 
a black-box parameter optimization of a simulation 
model. But Swisher et al. (2000) and Fu (2002) show that 
so far implemented methods are very rudimentary.  
19321-4244-1306-0/07/$25.00 ©2007 IEEE
In the field of supply chain simulation Kleijnen 
(2005) gives a short overview of simulation tools and 
techniques used for supply chains. He distinguishes be-
tween four different approaches: spreadsheet simulation, 
system dynamics, discrete-event dynamic systems simula-
tion, and business games. For discrete-event simulation 
numerous software packages are available. Some are very 
specialized for a specific part of the supply chain and oth-
ers offer a general framework with a high functionality in 
modeling and visualization of supply chains (cf. Kelton, 
Sadowski, and Sadowski 2002; Kuh and Rabe 1998; 
Stäblein, Baumgärtel,  and Wilke 2007).  

There are a few papers on combinations of simulation 
and optimization in the context of supply chains. Truong 
and Azadivar (2003) developed an environment for solv-
ing supply chain design problems, where they combine 
simulation with genetic algorithms and mixed-integer 
programs. But they remain on a strategic level with the 
questions of facility location and partner selection. 

The most related work by Lee and Kim (2002) shows 
a real combination of simulation and optimization for the 
case of a production-distribution system. They use simu-
lation to check the capacity assumptions for a simpler lin-
ear model in a more realistic environment and to update 
these capacity parameters for the optimization. After sev-
eral iterations they end up with a solution of the optimiza-
tion model which is also within the constraints of the sto-
chastic simulation model. Their method is quite similar to 
our approach, but they aim for more realistic capacity es-
timation for the optimization model, whereas we try to 
find a robust plan for production, stocking, and transpor-
tation considering stochastic and nonlinear operations and 
costs.

2 MODELING APPROACH 

The main idea is to represent the supply chain as a dis-
crete-event model (D-E model) and as a linear, determi-
nistic optimization model. At first we perform several 
simulation runs in order to get basic information about the 
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mean and the variances of the parameters (e.g. unit trans-
portation costs) which are then fed into the linear model. 
For these first simulation runs user-defined decision rules 
for operating the supply chain network are used. After 
solving the linear model the result is transformed into de-
cision rules and is used in the discrete-event model. Now 
we start again with several simulation experiments in or-
der to verify our first parameter estimations and, if neces-
sary, to update them for further optimization steps (see 
Figure 1).  

Figure 1: Interaction between simulation and optimiza-
tion. 

In order to couple the linear model and the simulation 
model, we first have to define, which kind of data and 
how it should be exchanged. We store all necessary in-
formation in a database: 

general network structure 
general parameters used in the simulation and 
linear model 
results of the linear model (= parameters for the 
simulation) 
results of the simulation model (= parameters for 
the linear program) 

The simulation model is designed as the master proc-
ess, which controls the data communication and the 
LP/MIP-solver used for solving the linear optimization 
model. The simulation model and the optimization model 
retrieve values from the database and store values in it us-
ing the Open Database Connectivity (ODBC) interface. 

3 ANYLOGIC TOOLBOX 

The simulation model is implemented using AnyLogic (© 
XJ Technologies), a Java-based simulation tool. The 
model is constructed as a library including several differ-
ent modules. These modules represent the four types of 
participants in the supply chain network: 

suppliers providing raw materials;  
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customers who demand certain products at a spe-
cific time; 
production/transfer sites where production, 
stocking, and transshipment takes place. 
transportation connections between members of  
the supply chain. 

Furthermore, we need a special control module nec-
essary for controlling the simulation experiments as well 
as organizing the communication with the LP/MIP-model 
which was developed in parallel using XpressMP. This 
linear model is a simplified deterministic version of the 
library modules of the simulation model. In this section 
we will explain the different modules of our supply chain 
network. 

3.1 Module Supplier

This module is used to generate certain products, store 
them, and deliver them if demanded. It has one input port 
to receive orders for products and one output port to send 
out products. If this module receives an order through the 
input port, it sends the requested amount of products via 
the output port. If the amount exceeds the current inven-
tory level, only the available amount is sent. As soon as 
new products arrive in the inventory they are delivered 
until the whole order has been fulfilled. The costs arising 
in this module are only inventory costs for storing prod-
ucts prior to delivery. These costs may have any user-
defined functional form. The products generated in this 
module per period are assumed to be given (cf. Figure 2). 

Figure 2: Logical structure of the supplier module (dashed 
arrows indicate information flow, solid arrows indicate 
material flow) 

We developed a simplified representation as a linear 
model (see Appendix A). This linear model aggregates the 
user-defined holding cost and use it as a product-specific 
linear cost factor in the linear model in (1).  

3.2 Module Production

This module is the core of the whole model. It represents 
a production site as well as a transfer point. It consists of 
an input and an output storage. Items are either trans-
formed into new items or simply transferred to the output 
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storage. This module has one input port and one output 
port for orders, as well as one input and one output port 
for products. The input storage is replenished by ordering 
products via the output port for orders from a supplier or 
another production module. The ordering policy may be 
either autonomous (e.g. an (s,S)-policy or any user-
defined policy) or it is determined by the result of the lin-
ear model. Products are received through the product in-
put port and stored in the input inventory. The production 
of new products or the transfer of products is initiated by 
an order placed by the output inventory. The delay for 
production and transfer is a user-defined function. It may 
contain stochastic elements and depend on other parame-
ters (e.g. the current load). Production and transfer have 
limited capacities and furthermore production is restricted 
to the availability of raw materials. If these capacities do 
not allow producing (or transferring) a lot as a whole, it is 
split into several batches. Through the input order port the 
module receives orders from other production or customer 
modules. Products are sent through the output product 
port according to these orders and based on availability. 
Costs arise in this model for inventory holding (input and 
output), for production, and for transfer (cf. Figure 3).  

Figure 3: Logical structure of the production  module 

The simulation model and the linear model are con-
nected through the cost factors for production and inven-
tory in (1) as well as the production delays in (19) which 
are user-defined functions in the simulation model possi-
bly containing stochastic and nonlinear elements. The re-
sulting production and transfer amounts of the linear 
model are used to determine production plans in the simu-
lation model. 

3.3 Module Customer

According to a given demand table, the customer orders 
the products at the production sites. The customer has an 
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input inventory, from which the demand is satisfied. The 
inventory level can be negative (shortages) as well as 
positive (oversupply). It has one output port for sending 
orders and one input port for receiving products. The or-
ders are sent either according to the demand table (includ-
ing a standard delay time for transportation) or according 
to the solution of the linear model. At this module short-
age costs as well as penalty cost for positive inventory oc-
cur (cf. Figure 4). 

Figure 4: Logical structure of customer module 

The relation between the simulation model and its 
linear representation is defined by the penalty cost factor 
in (1).   

3.4 Module Transport

This module is used to transport products between differ-
ent modules. It receives products through its single input 
port and sends it (according to some time delay) through 
the output port to the next module (Production or Cus-
tomer). It has a limited capacity and organizes the trans-
ports according to a FIFO rule. It is also possible to split 
shipments if the available capacity does not allow single 
shipment. The user-defined time delay may be stochastic 
and may depend on other parameters. User-defined costs 
arise for finished transportation and may include transpor-
tation time, amounts, and fixed charge parts (cf. Figure 5). 

Figure 5: Logical structure of the transport  module 

The connection between the simulation and the opti-
mization model is defined by the transportation cost factor 
in (1) and the transportation delay in (15) on  one side, 
and by the transportation amounts on the other side. These 
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transportation amounts are used to define ordering 
schemes in the simulation model. 

3.5 Modul SCMControl 

This module is necessary to control the simulation ex-
periments and to administrate the data exchange the 
XpressMP via the ODBC interface. It allows to automate 
the search for optimized decision rules for the simulation 
model. 

4 RESULTS

Implementing a simulation model in AnyLogic means to 
arrange the according modules and connect them. In Fig-
ure 6 an illustrative example shows, how these modules 
can be connected in order to maintain information flow 
(direct connections between Supplier, Production, and 
Customer) and material flow (via Transport modules). 
Furthermore the cost and delay functions for each module 
must be specified.  

For the described experiments we use a supply chain 
as shown in Figure 7. This supply chain consists of 3 ac-
tors: a supplier, a producer, and a customer. For transpor-
tation of products two transport modules are used, which 
connect the supplier and the producer as well as the pro-
ducer and the customer. Two types of products are de-
manded by the customer: product 1 which is provided by 
the supplier and sent via the intermediate to the customer 
and product 2 which is produced by the intermediate us-
ing product 1 as a raw material. The planning horizon 
covers 40 periods. The simulation model includes differ-
ent kinds of nonlinear and stochastic elements described 
later. Using such an example we are able to compare our 
method also with exact deterministic approaches like a 
mixed-integer program. Thus we can verify that our 
method can be used to determine high quality solutions 
within a short time. 

The first variation of our example considers stochas-
193
tic transportation times as well as fixed costs per transport 
operation. Figure 7 shows the objective function values of 
both simulation and linear programming. 
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Figure 7: Objective values of the linear optimization 
model and the simulation model for each iteration for the 
first variation (stochastic, fixed cost for transportation). 

We start with the simulation model using an autono-
mous rule for replenishing the inventories. Since we start 
with all inventories empty, it takes a long time, until the 
orders are fulfilled. This causes an overestimation of 
transportation and production delays. Therefore, the first 
solution of the linear model, which is then based on these 
extremely long delays, has an even higher objective value, 
mainly caused by penalty costs for late (or even no) deliv-
eries. Consequently, the simulation model leads to a simi-
lar objective function in iteration 2, because it uses the de-
livery plans of the solution of the linear model. Due to the 
fact that the solution of the linear model causes a some-
how synchronized material flow, the measured delays are 
much lower now. Therefore, the solution of the linear 
model in the second iteration decreases tremendously. Af-
ter three iterations the simulation and the LP-model con-
verge to the same solution.  

The second variation of the examples includes more 
supplier 
production customer 

transport_1 transport_2 

Figure 6: This figure shows an example of the module configuration for a simple supply chain con-
sisting of 1 supplier, 1 production site, and 1 customer (dashed lines indicate request communica-
tion, solid lines indicate material flow
5
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nonlinear elements. Now the linear costs in production 
and transfer are extended with fix costs per production or 
transfer lot. Figure 8 shows the results for this case. 
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Figure 8: Objective values of the linear model and the 
simulation model for each iteration for the second varia-
tion (first variation and step function for production and 
transfer cost). 

Again we can observe the same behavior of the solu-
tion in the first 2 iterations. After that both models con-
verge to almost the same values. Differences are only 
caused by the stochastic behavior of the simulation model. 

For the third variation we use transportation times 
which depend on the amount that is loaded. As it is shown 
in Figure 9 the total costs converge, but do not settle 
down on the same value as we have seen it in the previous 
examples. In fact, the cost of the solution of the linear 
model remains beyond the cost of the solution of the 
simulation. This can be explained by a kind of overesti-
mation during the linearization step of the transportation 
delays. We assume that due to the lack of information the 
variability of the transportation delays is caused by a sto-
chastic process. We use the 90%-quantile for estimating 
the delay parameters, i.e. we use delay parameters such 
that in approximately 90% of the cases the delay is 
shorter. Hence, the transportation delays are overesti-
mated during the linearization step and the linear model in 
most cases assumes longer transport times as the simula-
tion model. This leads to some delayed deliveries and 
therefore to an increase in the penalty costs. 

Based on conducted tests we may conclude that our 
method converges to a solution, as long as there are no 
extreme nonlinear properties, such as high fixed costs, or 
highly volatile stochastic elements. In order to verify the 
quality of these solutions we formulated an exact mixed-
integer linear program which includes all nonlinear fea-
tures of the simulation experiment. The stochastic pa-
rameters were substituted by deterministic estimations 
based on the distribution functions used in the simulation 
model. The solution of this MIP model and the solution of 
our optimizing approach was transformed into decision 
1936
rules for the simulation model and 20 independent simula-
tion runs were performed. On average our method reached 
a 3.3% better result. 
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Figure 9: Objective values of the linear model and the 
simulation model for each iteration for the third variation 
(as second variation, but load-dependent delays instead of 
stochastic delays). 

Finally we tested also larger supply chain networks 
including 3 suppliers, 4 production sites and 3 customers. 
This example includes nonlinear costs as well as stochas-
tic production and transportation delays. Figure 10 shows 
again a fast convergence within 3-4 iterations.  
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Figure 10: Objective values of the linear model and the 
simulation model for each iteration for a large supply 
chain network. 

5 CONCLUSIONS 

In this paper we have presented a useful approach for 
combining simulation models and linear programs. We 
have developed a general toolbox for simulating and ana-
lyzing the effects of operational decisions on a supply 
chain network. The toolbox allows to easily create simula-
tion models for any kind of supply chain network struc-
ture. A special technique allows to include linear optimi-
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zation models into the simulation framework in order to 
improve decision rules. 

A few illustrative examples indicate that this method 
is beneficial, because it combines the advantage of simu-
lation models and of linear models, which leads to a more 
realistic planning environment for supply chain networks. 

Further research will still be necessary for investigat-
ing the linearization step and the generation of new deci-
sion rules. For example, we may try to optimize the quan-
tile used for the delay parameters. This may lead to 
general results about safety stock or safety time decisions 
in specific stochastic environments. Furthermore, more 
sophisticated decision rules based on the results and 
maybe also on a sensitivity analysis of the LP-solution are 
possible. We may think of adaptive decision rules which 
are able to compensate stochastic customer behavior.  

So this approach opens a vast field of possible ex-
periments and further investigations for improving supply 
chain networks with just using two well-established 
methods, namely linear programming and discrete-event 
simulation. 

A LINEAR OPTIMIZATION MODEL 

The linear supply chain model consists of J locations, 
which can be separated into three subsets, i.e. the suppli-
ers JS, the intermediates J0 and the customers JC. Further-
more the model includes a set of products P and a set of 
transportation modes V. T indicates the number of peri-
ods. The model implies three types of decision vari-

ables: )(tx p
ij

v , )(tm p
i . For the problem formulation we use 

the following notation: 

J set of locations J= cos JJJ
sJj  raw-material supplier (starting nodes) 
cJj  customer (end nodes) 

0Jj  nodes between supplier and customer 

P set of products 
V set of transportation modes 
T number of periods 

)(tx p
ij

v  flow of product p from location i to location 

j with transportation mode v (sent away in 
period t)

)(tm p
i  amount of product p (product p is the end 

product of the production process at               
location i), that starts to be produced at lo-
cation i in period t

)(tu p
i  amount of product p, that starts to be trans-

acted in location i in period time t

)(tf p
j

in  amount of product p, arriving at location j

in period t
193
)(tf p
j

out  amount of product p, sent away at location j

in period t

)(tl p
i

in  inbound inventory level of product p at lo-

cation i in period t

)(tl p
i

out  outbound inventory level of product p at lo-

cation i in period t

)(tS p
j  supply of product p at location j in period t

p
i

inh  inbound inventory costs (per unit) for prod-

uct p at location i 
p

i
outh  outbound inventory costs (per unit) for 

product p at location i           

)(tLi
in  maximum capacity of inbound inventory at 

location i

)(tLi
out  maximum capacity of outbound inventory 

at location i

)(tCap i
pinvin  maximum amount of product p that can be 

held in the inbound inventory of interme-
diate i in period t

)(tCap i
pinvout  maximum amount of product p that can be 

held in the outbound inventory of  interme-
diate i in period t

p
ij

vc  transportation costs (per unit) of product p

transported from location i to location j
with transportation mode v

)(tCij
v  maximum transportation capacity of trans-

portation mode v on the way from location i
to location j

)(tCi
prod  maximum production capacity at location i

in period t

)(tC p
i

ta  maximum transaction capacity at location i

in period t

)(tCap ij
pv  amount of product p that transportation 

mode v can transport from location i to lo-
cation j

)(tCap i
pprod  amount of product p that can be produced at 

location i in period t

)(tCap i
pta  amount of product p that can be transacted 

at location i in period t
p

i  amount of periods required to produce 

product p at location i
p

i  amount of periods required to transact 

product p at location i

)( pp
i  amount of product p´ required to produce 
7
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one unit of product p at location i
p

iw  production costs of product p at location i
p
iz  transaction costs of product p at location i
p

ia  factor, indicating the amount of capacity 

units required to produce one unit of prod-
uct p at location i

)(tb p
i  amount of product p, which is already in 

production process in period 0, and will be 
finished in period t (or external increase of 
inventory) 

p
id  factor, indicating the amount of capacity 

units required to transact one unit of prod-
uct p at location i

pv g  factor, indicating the amount of capacity 

units required to transport one unit of prod-
uct p with transportation mode v

p
iq  factor, indicating the amount of capacity 

units required to hold one unit of  product p
at the inventory of location i

ij
v  amount of periods required by transporta-

tion mode v requires to go from location i to 
location j

p
i  penalty costs (per unit) at location i

)(tD p
i  demand for product p at location i in period 

t

)(tr p
i  amount of product p, which is already 

transported at period 0, and will arrive at 
location i in period t (or external increase of 
inventory) 

The problem is formulated as follows: 

c

s

Ji Pp Tt

p
i

inp
i

JJi Pp Tt

p
i

outp
i

out

Ji Pp Tt

p
i

inp
i

in

Ji Pp Tt

p
i

p
i

Ji Pp Tt

p
i

p
i

Jij Pp Tt Vv

p
ij

vp
ij

v

tl

tlh

tlh

tuz

tmw

txc

,..1

,..1

,..1

,..1

,..1

,..1

))((

)(

)(

)(

)(

)(min

0

0

0

0

 (1) 
t

1938
subject to 
)()( tCtxg ij

v

Pp

p
ij

vpv  (2) 

)()( tCaptx p
ij

vp
ij

v  (3) 

)()( tCtma i
prod

Pp

p
i

p
i  (4) 

)()( tCaptm p
i

prodp
i  (5) 

)()( tCtud p
i

ta

Pp

p
i

p
i  (6) 

)()( tCaptu p
i

tap
i  (7) 

sp
i

out Jitl 0)(  (8) 

0)(tl p
i

in , 00)( Jitl p
i

out  (9) 
cp

i
in Jitl 0)(  (10) 

0)()( JitLtlq i
in

Pp

p
i

inp
i  (11) 

0)()( JitCaptl p
i

invinp
i

in  (12) 
0)()( JitLtlq i

out

Pp

p
i

outp
i  (13) 

0)()( JitCaptl p
i

invoutp
i

out  (14) 

Vv

c
ij

vp
ij

v

t
Ji

p
j

in JJjtxtf

ij
v

0)()(  (15) 

0)()( JJjtxtf s

Ji Vv

p
ji

vp
j

out  (16) 

sp
i

p
i

outp
i

outp
i

out

JitS

tftltl

)(

)()1()(
 (17) 

0)()(

)()(

)()1()(

Jitrtu

tmp

tftltl

p
i

p
i

Pp

p
i

p
i

p
i

inp
i

inp
i

in

 (18) 

0)()(

)(

)()1()(

Jitbtu

tm

tftltl

p
i

p
i

p
it

p
i

p
it

p
i

outp
i

outp
i

out

p
i

p
i

 (19) 

t

t
t 0

1

cp
i

p
i

p
i

inp
i

inp
i

in

JitrtD

tftltl

)()(

)()1()(
  (20) 

0)(tx p
ij

v , 0)(tm p
i , 0)(tu p

i  (21) 

The overall goal, which is represented by the objec-
ive function (1), is to minimize the total costs. In princi-
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ple, there are four types of costs: transportation cost, pro-
duction cost, transshipment cost, and inventory cost.   

The objective function is minimized with respect to 
several constraints : 

Constraints (2) and (3) ensure that given transport ca-
pacities for both the individual and the aggregated case 
are not exceeded.  

Constraints (4) and (6) are similar to the capacity 
constraints. They state, that given production capacities, 
and given transshipment capacities are not exceeded. 
Constraints (5) and (7) impose individual upper bounds 
on transshipment or production at a certain intermediate. 

Constraints (8) and (9) ensure the nonnegativity of all 
inventory levels of suppliers and intermediates. The in-
bound inventory level at customer nodes can only take 
negative values. This restriction is given in constraint 
(10). The inbound and outbound inventories at the inter-
mediates are furthermore capacitated. These capacities are 
considered in constraints (11) and (13). Additionally there 
are capacity restrictions for each product itself, i.e. restric-
tions (12) and (14).  

In order to calculate the total inflow or outflow at 
every node, auxiliary equations (16) and (17) have been 
included.  Equations (18) to (20) represent the inventory 
balance equations for each node. The nonnegativity of the 
decision variables is ensured in constraint (21). 
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